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Works
The aim was to make the house as sustainable 

The main works included:

• Add a single-storey rear extension under  

permitted development and a porch to  

the front

• Add a functional insulated home 

the garden

• Aimed to achieve some green credentials  

by adding 100mm external insulation

• Sealing up as best as possible to aid with  

airtightness

• Low energy LED lighting and appliances

•  

hot water

• Installation of a mechanical ventilation and 

The products selected are products that will be 

easy the products are to install and how well they 

Hot water

The hot water for the showers and basins comes 

provides heat instead of electricity and it doesn’t 

able to heat water all year round, as opposed to 

traditional solar water tubes that are only effective 

It’s very similar to the hot water tank we’re all 

familiar with - it’s insulated and it stores the hot 
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sustainability, material scientist 

and innovator Tor was perfectly 

positioned to head up this kind of 

who deals with all the technical 

developer and entrepreneur, 

Michael, completes the partnership, 

The property
The test property was a small, 

someone Michael knew from his 

a pretty bad way and was in 

desperate need of a full
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Heating

that’s laminated in a foil mat and laid directly 

simply for 

heat recovery system pumps the heat from the 

recovery system

one unit controls all the ventilation for the 

kitchens and bathrooms to vent outside, but as 

cold breeze like you’d have with a trickle vent 

for the whole house model that requires 

fact that the house was built in solid 

all the areas of heat loss had been 

to be stripped back to the brickwork, 

certainly have been more complicated 

on a house that had cavity walls and 

achievable, but it would have been a 

External insulation

continuous ventilation from the mechanical ventilation and heat 

recovery system means the humidity is controlled, so no 
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access space above for installation and 

maintenance, so you need a minimum of 

this was that it took a little space away from 

empty, which would be troublesome to lift 

U-value vs airtightness
The U-value measures the thermal 

effective the materials chosen provide 

insulation and prevent heat loss, in particular 

All in all, this is pretty impressive to say 

Garden

on a number of counts; it prevents these 

reduces dust as well as the use of electricity, 

The turf is synthetic and while it’s not made 

from recycled material it still reduces power 

consumption as no lawn mowers (either 

fertilisers are needed either, so there’s no 

Briefing the tradesmen

electricians, and the windows had to be 

The only addition was that the 

thermodynamic panel had to be installed 

be necessary to use specialist tradesmen, 

 “They have to have an appreciation 

for what you’re trying to achieve, so you have 

to brief them well and keep an eye on them.”

 “Treat it like a new build”

Numbers
Purchase price:  

Sub TOTAL:  

Sub TOTAL:  

TOTAL:  

Further works
• Strip out all existing plaster ceilings 

•

• Strip out all existing cables and 

plumbing systems

•

new GRP top

•

•

smart meter

•

•

insulation boards

• 

•

• External insulation and render

• New UPVC windows and rear  

•

•

•

•

• Vent Axia Sentinel Kinetic unit

• Dual-colour resin driveway

• Composite decking

• 

• 

•   

concrete posts

• Insul

Tempra unit

• Full decor
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Contact
If you’re interested in sustainable 

www Heidi@yourpropertynetwork.co.uk

Success

From a products point of view, everyone is very happy 

with the performance of the products chosen and they 

the products into the actual build rather than 

Says: We’ve made a note to keep in touch so we can 

report back in six to twelve months time

“The products are brilliant”

So, can you retrofit 
sustainability?

a very sustainable home which costs 


